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Abstract. We describe a multi-messenger interpretation of GW170817, which yields a robust lower limit on NS radii. This ex-
cludes NSs with radii smaller than about 10.7 km and thus rules out very soft nuclear matter. We stress the potential of this type
of constraints when future detections become available. For instance, a very similar argumentation may yield an upper bound on
the maximum mass of nonrotating NSs. We also discuss simulations of NS mergers, which undergo a first-order phase transition to
quark matter. We point out a different dynamical behavior. Considering the gravitational-wave signal, we identify an unambiguous
signature of the QCD phase transition in NS mergers. We show that the occurrence of quark matter through a strong first-order
phase transition during merging leads to a characteristic shift of the dominant postmerger frequency. The frequency shift is indica-
tive for a phase transition if it is compared to the postmerger frequency which is expected for purely hadronic EoS models. A very
strong deviation of several 100 Hz is observed for hybrid EoSs in an otherwise tight relation between the tidal deformability and the
postmerger frequency. In future events the tidal deformability will be inferred with sufficient precision from the premerger phase,
while the dominant postmerger frequency can be obtained when current detectors reach a higher sensitivity in the high-frequency
range within the next years. Finally, we address the potential impact of a first-order phase transition on the electromagnetic counter-
part of NS mergers. Our simulations suggest that there would be no significant qualitative differences between a system undergoing
a phase transition to quark matter and purely hadronic mergers. The quantitative differences are within the spread which is found
between different hadronic EoS models. This implies on the one hand that GW170817 is compatible with a possible transition
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to quark matter. On the other hand these considerations show that it may not be easy to identify quantitative differences between
purely hadronic mergers and events in which quark matter occurs considering solely their electromagnetic counterpart or their
nucleosynthesis products.
INTRODUCTION
The observation of gravitational waves has nearly become routine. By now 10 binary black hole mergers have been
detected and one system with two NSs has been found [1, 2]. The latter dubbed GW170817 referring to its detection
date on August 17, 2017 is the by far most interesting measurement for understanding the physics of high-density mat-
ter and for nuclear astrophysics especially because emission from the electromagnetic counterpart was observed [3].
The total mass of Mtot = M1 + M2 ≈ 2.7 M, which was inferred from the GW signal, is compatible with masses
measured in binary NS systems containing pulsars [4]. The binary mass ratio q = M1/M2 was constrained to be
between 0.7 and 1. The extraction of finite-size effects during the GW inspiral phase put a constraint on the tidal de-
formabiltiy [1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. The strong correlation between the tidal deformability and NS radii implies that NS radii
of typical masses can not be larger than about 13.5 km (slightly depending on assumptions made during the analysis).
The measurement thus implies that nuclear matter cannot be very stiff, which is inline with current knowledge from
nuclear physics (see e.g. [10, 11]).
The properties of the electromagnetic counterpart of GW170817 in the optical and infrared (e.g. [12, 13]) is
compatible with unbound matter which is heated by radioactive decays of products of the rapid neutron-capture
process [14]. Although many details still have to be clarified like the exact amount of the ejecta or their composition,
the data provides very strong evidence that NS mergers play an important role for the enrichment of the Universe by
heavy elements [15].
In this contribution we address two aspects of NS mergers. First we argue that a multi-messenger interpretation of
GW170817 leads to an additional constraint on the properties of nuclear matter. Using a minimum set of assumptions
we show that NS radii of typical masses should be larger than about 10.7 km meaning that high-density matter cannot
be very soft. We point out that this new method for radius and EoS constraints bears a lot of potential for the future
when new measurements become available. Second, we describe merger simulations with EoS models which feature
a first-order phase transition to quark matter. We identify an unambiguous signature of a strong first-order phase
transition as it is expected to occur, when quarks are becoming deconfined at some higher density, which may or
may not take place in NSs. The scenario requires a sufficiently precise detection of the tidal deformability and the
measurement of the dominant postmerger GW frequency. Hence, the identification of such a characteristic signature
may be achieved in a few years from now when instruments with higher sensitivity, in particular in the kHz range,
become operational. Our findings demonstrate the complementary information buried in the GW signals of the inspiral
and the postmerger phase. Moreover, we discuss based on our simulations the possible impact of a phase transition to
quark matter on the electromagnetic counterpart of NS mergers.
Radius constraint from GW170817
GW170817 was accompanied by electromagnetic emission from gamma rays to radio [3]. The evolution of the light
curve in the infrared and optical permits the inference of ejecta properties of the merger as the radiation at these wave-
length is likely powered by radioactive decays in the unbound material. The inferred numbers are somewhat model-
dependent, but in generally good agreement with expectations from numerical simulations of the merger process and
the long-term postmerger evolution. The ejecta masses derived by different groups (see e.g. [13] for a compilation)
are relatively high, but compatible with theoretical models, e.g. [16].
In [17] we argued that this observation provides evidence that the merger did not directly form a black hole. This
argument is based on simulation results showing that prompt black-hole formation leads to a reduction of the ejecta
mass, e.g. [18, 19]. See also discussion in [20] and references therein. We further argued that this interpretation if
correct implies a lower bound on NS radii. The reason is that the threshold binary mass Mthres for prompt black-hole
formation in NS mergers depends in a particular way on the EoS. Characterizing the EoS through stellar properties of
nonrotating NSs, simulations show that Mthres is to good approximation given by [21]
Mthres =
(
−3.606
G Mmax
c2 R1.6
+ 2.38
)
Mmax (1)
with R1.6 being the radius of a nonrotating NS with 1.6 M and Mmax being the maximum mass of nonrotating NSs.
If GW170817 did not result in the direct formation of a black hole, its measured total binary mass should be smaller
than Mthres because only binaries with masses above the threshold mass collapse promptly. Hence, we obtain
MGW170817tot = 2.74 M < Mthres =
(
−3.606
G Mmax
c2 R1.6
+ 2.38
)
Mmax. (2)
Both, R1.6 and Mmax, are not precisely known. But, they are not fully uncorrelated. An EoS yielding a given R1.6,
cannot have an arbitrarily high maximum mass because causality requires that the speed of sound is smaller than the
speed of light and thus limits the stiffness of the EoS. This means that Mmax is constrained by a given R1.6. This limit
can be found empirically by considering a large number of different EoSs, which are modified at higher densities such
that the EoS becomes maximally stiff. The constraint is found to be given by
Mmax <
1
3.1
c2
G
R1.6. (3)
Inserting the limit Equation (3) in Equation (2) immediately yields
R1.6 > 2.55
G
c2
MGW170817tot . (4)
Refining the argument by assuming a remnant lifetime of at least 10 ms results in R1.6 > 10.7 km. For a discussion of
more details and the error budget see [17, 22].
This conclusion implies that nuclear matter cannot be very soft because otherwise the remnant of GW170817
collapsed promptly into a black hole which is arguable disfavored by the electromagnetic display. Note that our limit
represents a rather robust constraint because we made conservative assumptions throughout and for instance imposed
that the stiffness of the EoS is only limited by causality. Importantly, our constraint is complementary to the limit
given by the tidal deformability, which yields an upper limit on NS radii [1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].
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FIGURE 1. Mass-radius relations of nonrotating NSs for different EoS models overplotted with our constraints on NS radii. Very
soft EoSs are excluded. The horizontal line indicates the lower limit on the maximum mass of nonrotating NSs set by [23]. The
diagonal dashed line shows the causality limit. Figure taken from [17].
Our constraint is visualized in Figure 1, which shows different EoSs available in the literature in comparison
to our limit. In addition, Figure 1 indicates a bound on Rmax, the radius of the maximum-mass configuration with
M = Mmax. A very similar derivation as above leads to Rmax > 9.6 km.
Two comments are in order. First, our constraints are not very restrictive as only the softest EoSs are ruled out.
However, future events with a similar electromagnetic signature but a higher total binary mass will lead to stronger
lower limits. As such type of radius constraints require only the measurement of the total binary mass, they can be
obtained from any new event even with low signal-to-noise ratio provided the electromagnetic counterpart is identified.
Also note that a very similar line of arguments can be employed in future events to obtain an upper bound on NS
radii and on the maximum mass Mmax if the electromagnetic counterpart provides evidence for a prompt collapse of
the merger remnant. Hence, this new method of EoS constraints from a multi-messenger interpretation of NS mergers
bears significant potential for the future, see e.g. Figures 3 and 4 in [17] for hypothetical cases.
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FIGURE 2. Relation between the radii of nonrotating NSs with 1.6 M and the tidal deformability of nonrotating NSs with a
mass of 1.4 M for different EoSs. The solid curve provides a second-order polynomial least-square fit describing the tight relation
between both quantities.
Second, it is very simple to convert our current radius constraint to a limit on the tidal deformability Λ =
2
3 k2
(
c2R
GM
)5
with the tidal Love number k2 [24]. We compute radii of NSs with 1.6 M and the tidal deformability
Λ1.4 for NSs with a mass of 1.4 M, which is roughly the mass of the progenitor stars in GW170817. Doing this for a
large representative sample of EoSs (see [22] or Figure 2), one finds a tight relation between these two quantities. This
is not surprising considering the strong impact of NS radii on Λ and that the radius for a given EoS does not change
very strongly for NS masses between 1.4 M and 1.6 M. Using this relation we conclude that Λ1.4 should be larger
than about 200.
This limit of Λ1.4 > 200 can be compared to other studies in the literature which follow very similar arguments.
Ref. [25] reported a lower limit of Λ > 300, which seems stronger than our limit. However, the discrepancy stems from
considering only four EoS models in [25]. The study thus misses possible EoS models with smaller tidal deformability
which are still compatible with the observational data. In our approach through an empirical relation we ensure a
complete coverage of all possible EoSs. We thus stress that the current data implies a lower limit of only Λ1.4 > 200,
and models with larger tidal deformability are still compatible with the data of GW170817 (see also [11, 26, 27, 22]).
Obviously, new detections with higher total binary masses may strengthen the constraint as discussed above.
QCD phase transition in NS mergers
Equations of state models
In this section we describe simulations of compact star mergers. We investigate the differences between models which
undergo a strong first-order phase transition to quark matter and models that describe purely hadronic matter and
do not feature a strong phase transition. The main driver for this study is the question whether a strong first-order
phase transition leaves a detectable and unambiguous signature in one of the observables of NS mergers, e.g. the
gravitational-wave emission or the mass ejection that generates an electromagnetic counterpart. For other studies
discussing phase transitions in the context of compact object mergers or the two-family scenario see e.g [28, 29, 30,
31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36].
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FIGURE 3. Tidal deformability as function of mass for a purely nucleonic EoS (black curve) and a model with a first-order phase
transition to quark matter (blue curve). Compare also to the mass-radius relations in Figure 5.
We note already here that in principle a first-order phase transition may be directly detectable by considering the
tidal deformability of systems with different masses. In Figure 3 the tidal deformability as function of mass exhibits a
kink when the phase transition occurs at a mass of about 1.6 M (more information on the models are given below).
However, as the transition takes place at a relatively high mass, it is unclear whether binary systems with such high
binary masses are very abundant and whether the tidal deformability can be measured with sufficient precision to
actually resolve the kink. Also, the tidal deformability strongly decreases with mass. A small tidal deformability
implies less pronounced finite-size effects during the insprial, which makes it more difficult to infer them from the
GW signal.
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FIGURE 4. Pressure as function of the rest-mass density for different EoSs discussed in this paper. The black curve is based on
a purely hadronic relativistic mean-field model, while the other curves show EoSs which feature a first-order phase transition to
quark matter. Figure taken from the Supplemental Material of [37].
Therefore, in this work we consider the full merger process including the postmerger phase to extract signatures
of a phase transition to quark matter. On one hand we consider a specific nucleonic reference model DD2F describing
the EoS at all densities. This EoS is described within a relativistic mean-field model with density-dependent coupling
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FIGURE 5. Gravitational mass as function of the radius for different EoSs discussed in this paper. The lines correspond to the same
EoSs as in Figure 4. A first-order phase transition leads to a kink in the mass-radius relation. Figure taken from the Supplemental
Material of [37].
constants [38, 39, 40]. This nucleonic EoS fulfills current constraints from nuclear physics and astrophysics, e.g. [23,
41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 1, 17, 48, 8, 49, 50]. On the other hand we employ the same nucleonic model only at
densities below a phase transition to deconfined quark matter. The quark matter is described by a phenomenological
two-flavor string-flip model [51, 52, 53], including scalar and vector interactions on the meanfield level. The phase
transition from nucleonic matter to quark matter is obtained with a Maxwell construction, while considering chemical
phase-equilibrium for baryon number µHB = µ
Q
B and charge number µ
H
C = µ
Q
C independently. The resulting hybrid
model leads to NS properties which are compatible with current constraints on NS radii and the maximum mass of
nonrotating NSs.
By changing the parameters of the string-flip model, we obtain in total seven different realizations of hybrid EoSs
based on the same nucleonic model (see [52] for details on the models and [37] for the chosen parameters). These
different EoSs are shown in Figure 4 together with the purely nucleonic reference model (black curve). We call these
models DD2F-SF-n with n = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, where n specifies a particular choice of string-flip parameters. The
different models cover variations of the onset density of the phase transition between 0.466 1/fm3 and 0.580 1/fm3.
Similarly, the density jump across the phase transition and the stiffness of the quark matter phase is varied within our
sample of hybrid models. These variations are also apparent in the resulting mass-radius relations of nonrotating NSs
displayed in Figure 5.
The occurrence of the phase transition to quark matter at higher densities is clearly visible as a kink in the
different mass-radius relations. These transitions take place at different masses depending on the onset density of the
phase transition. For instance, for DD2F-SF-2 with the lowest onset density a quark core is present in NSs with masses
above 1.37 M, whereas for DD2-SF-4 (with the highest onset density) quark matter appears only in nonrotating stars
more massive than 1.68 M. Generally the occurrence of quark matter is connected with a compactification of the
NSs, i.e. with smaller radii compared to the nucleonic reference model. This is understandable considering the density
jump across the phase transition, which effectively resembles a strong softening of the EoS. However, for some of our
models quark matter stiffens at higher densities such that some high-mass hybrid stars can have radii larger than those
of the nucleonic reference model at the same mass. The mass-radius relations shown in Figure 5 are computed for
cold, nonrotating NSs in neutrinoless beta-equilibrium.
We stress that our EoS models consistently describe the temperature and the composition dependence of nucle-
onic and quark matter. This is important because during merging temperatures of several 10 MeV can be reached.
At such temperatures the phase boundaries are shifted compared to zero temperature, which may affect the merger
dynamics.
In addition to these models we consider several other purely hadronic EoSs, which are based on different theo-
retical prescriptions of high-density matter. See [37] for more details. Employing a larger sample of purely hadronic
models is important to demonstrate that a particular signature is unambiguously related to the occurrence of a first-
order phase transition. An observed difference between a hadronic reference model and a hybrid model is not an
unambiguous signature if a similar difference could result from another viable hadronic EoS.
Simulations and dynamics
We focus on calculations of binary mergers of two stars with 1.35 M starting from quasi-circular equilibrium orbits.
The stars are initially at zero temperature and the composition is chosen such that matter is initially in neutrinoless
beta-equilibrium. More details on the setup and the simulation tool can be found in [37] and references therein.
FIGURE 6. Rest-mass density color-coded in the equatorial plane for a merger of two stars of 1.35 M described by the DD2F-
SF-1 EoS. The dashed line displays the density contour with ρ = 1014 g/cm3. The solid curve shows the density contour with
8.7 × 1014g/cm3, which corresponds roughly to the onset density of the phase transition. Note that the density contour is only an
approximate indicator of the phase transition because the onset density depends on the temperature. The time labels are shifted by
6.5 ms compared to the time axis in Figure 7.
Figure 6 shows the evolution of the rest-mass density ρ in the equatorial plane for the simulation with DD2F-SF-
1. The dashed line exhibits the density contour with ρ = 1014g/cm3. The green line indicates the area with a density
of 8.7 × 1014g/cm3, which corresponds to the onset density of DD2F-SF-1 at zero temperature and beta-equilibrium.
The contour approximately illustrates the quark matter core bearing in mind that higher temperatures lead to lower
onset densities of the phase transition.
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FIGURE 7. Maximum rest-mass density as function of time in merger simulations of 1.35-1.35 M binaries described by the
purely hadronic EoS DD2F (black curve) and the hybrid EoS DD2F-SF-1 with a phase transition to quark matter (green curve).
The onset density of the phase transition is indicated by a dotted horizontal line for T = 0 MeV and for T = 20 MeV. The horizontal
dashed line indicates the time of merging. Figure taken from [37].
The upper left panel displays the two stars during the very last stage of the inspiral phase. Tidal deformations of
the NSs are visible by eye. The densities are still below the onset density of the phase transition and no quark matter
is present in this phase. Roughly half a millisecond later the two stars merge (upper right panel). During merging
the densities and the temperatures in the merger remnant strongly increase and a quark matter core is formed in the
center of the remnant. The central object is initially strongly oscillating and rapidly rotating. The rapid rotation is
the main reason for the stability of the remnant, whose total mass exceeds the maximum mass of nonrotating NSs
for the employed EoS model. On somewhat longer time scales of several tens of milliseconds the merger remnant
settles into a more axi-symmetric configuration (lower right panel). In this stage the oscillations of the remnant are
less pronounced and a sizeable quark matter core resides in the center of the remnant.
The evolution of the remnant is also reflected in Figure 7 showing the maximum rest-mass density as function
of time for the same simulation of DD2F-SF-1 (time shifted by about 6.5 ms) and for the purely nucleonic reference
model DD2F. The two stars merge at about 7 ms (dashed vertical line). The inspiral phase proceeds virtually identically
for both models since the densities remain below the onset density of the phase transition. Tiny deviations during the
inspiral are due to statistical fluctuation of the initial data and are dynamically irrelevant. When the stars collide, the
maximum density increases strongly and exceeds the onset density of the phase transition (for the hybrid EoS DD2F-
SF-1). The occurrence of a phase transition to quark matter softens the EoS, which only stiffens at higher densities
(see Figure 4). The maximum density of DD2F-SF-1 is thus higher compared to the purely nucleonic model DD2F.
The variations of ρmax during the postmerger phase are connected to the quasi-radial oscillation of the remnant, see
the discussion in [55, 22]. Following the classification scheme in [55] the evolution of DD2F would be identified as
Type I.
Interestingly, the evolution of ρmax for DD2F-SF-1 looks qualitatively somewhat different compared to other
simulations of hadronic EoSs in the literature (see e.g. figures in [56] and description in [55] for ρmax and the minimum
of the lapse function). Typically the collision and the first bounce of the original NS cores lead to oscillations of ρmax
such that in the first decompression phase the maximum density decreases nearly to the maximum density before
merging (as for DD2F at t = 8 ms, see also Figure 3 in [56]). The amplitude of the oscillations is then damped
and ρmax grows on average. In the case of DD2F-SF-1 the first decompression phase does not reduce ρmax as strong.
Instead the amplitude of the oscillations is weaker while the average of the oscillations in ρmax is higher, which likely
reflects the presence of the quark matter core. This behavior is also different from the other two types of postmerger
dynamics (Type II and Type III) as defined in [55], where the quasi-radial oscillations are less pronounced and instead
a low frequency modulation of ρmax is in addition present. It remains to be seen if the evolution of the hybrid model
in Figure 7 is a generic feature of all models with strong first-order phase transitions to quark matter.
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FIGURE 8. GW spectrum for the two 1.35-1.35 M merger simulations shown in Figure 7 at a distance of 20 Mpc. The black line
corresponds to the GW signal extracted from the calculation with the purely hadronic EoS DD2F. The green curve displays the
GW spectrum for the DD2F-SF-1 model, which features a first-order phase transition. Quark matter occurs directly after merging.
fpeak labels the dominant postmerger oscillation frequency. Figure taken from [37].
Gravitational-wave emission
The different evolution of the two systems (DD2F and DD2F-SF-1) is also visible in the GW signal. Figure 8 shows
the GW spectrum. Up to a frequency of about 1.7 kHz the spectra are very similar because the low frequency part
of the spectra is strongly dominated by the inspiral phase, which proceeds identically in both simulations. The high-
frequency regime of the spectra however is shaped by the postmerger evolution, which exhibits strong differences.
In particular, the dominant oscillation frequency fpeak of the remnant, which is visible as a pronounced peak in the
kHz range, is shifted to higher frequencies for DD2F-SF-1 compared to the nucleonic reference model DD2F. This
behavior is understandable since the phase transition to quark matter leads to a more compact remnant, which thus
oscillates at higher frequencies.
A frequency shift of the dominant postmerger oscillation on its own may not yet be characteristic for a phase tran-
sition to quark matter. In principle, a hadronic EoS which is significantly softer than our reference model DD2F could
lead to similarly high frequencies in the postmerger phase for the same total binary mass (see e.g. [57]). However, the
frequency shift is characteristic if one compares it to the tidal deformability of the inspiralling NSs.
The tidal deformability Λ is the NS property which describes finite size effects in the premerger phase, i.e. the
accelerated inspiral of larger NSs compared to less extended bodies or even black holes. As the tidal deformability
affects the phase evolution of the binary, it can be measured from the inspiral GW signal [24, 58, 1, 59, 49, 8].
Figure 9 shows the comparison between the tidal deformability and the dominant postmerger GW frequency fpeak
for binary systems of two stars with 1.35 M. All purely hadronic models of our large, representative sample follow
a tight relation between Λ and fpeak. The maximum deviation from this relation is only about 100 Hz for EoS models
without strong first-order phase transition. In contrast to these purely hadronic EoSs, those models which undergo a
strong phase transition to deconfined quark matter (green symbols), result in a much stronger deviation from the tight
Λ- fpeak relation of up to ∼ 0.5 kHz.
These deviations are sufficiently strong that they will be detectable in future events. Calculations with simulated
injections have shown that fpeak can be measured with a precision of a few tens of Hz for near-by events if the detector
sensitivity is increased in the next years. For instance, for binary systems at distances similar to GW170817 currently
projected upgrades to the existing detectors suffice [60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65]. Also, the tidal deformability will be
measured with better accuracy compared to GW170817.
We argue that identifying deviations in the Λ- fpeak relation would provide very strong evidence for a first-order
phase transition taking place at a few times nuclear density. Importantly, we show by the consideration of a large set of
purely hadronic EoSs including models of hyperonic matter, that such deviations cannot result from models without
strong phase transition. Two of our models employing piecewise polytropes [66] mimic the transition to quark matter
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FIGURE 9. Postmerger GW frequency as function of the tidal deformability for 1.35-1.35 M mergers described by different
model EoSs. Black symbols display results for purely hadronic EoSs (except for the black plus signs which correspond to hybrid
models of [54], see main text). Green markers show the peak frequency for EoS models with a first-order phase transition to quark
matter. The solid curve is a fit to the data excluding hybrid models and the gray band indicates the maximum deviation from the fit
among the purely hadronic models. Figure taken from [37].
through a more continuous transition [54] (black crosses). Those calculations do not lead to significant deviations
in the Λ- fpeak correlation. Also the calculations with models that include hyperonic matter [67, 68, 69] do not show
characteristic differences compared to purely nucleonic EoSs. We thus argue that only a sufficiently strong phase
transition with a strong density jump can yield such a clear, unambiguous signature of a phase transition in the GW
signal of NS mergers. In our study we focus on first-order phase transitions with strong density jumps. Obviously, any
kind of transition that effectively mimics such a type of transition, although it may formally not be first-order, may
result in a similar signature.
Finally, we remark that a detection of the dominant postmerger frequency fpeak will also allow to constrain the
density at which a phase transition does occur or not. Figure 10 relates the peak frequency with the maximum rest-
mass density ρmaxmax which is found during the first milliseconds of the remnant evolution. ρ
max
max is a quantity which is not
directly observable, but we can extract it from the simulations. For instance, for DD2F we find a maximum density
of about ρmaxmax = 9.5 × 10
14 g/cm3 at about 7.5 ms. We focus here on the maximum of the early density evolution.
Possibly, the density in the remnant could exceed this first maximum during the later evolution. However, at later
times the postmerger GW emission is already damped and may not be strongly influenced by the evolution in this
stage.
By defining ρmaxmax as maximum during the early evolution, it represents the density regime that affects the GW
postmerger emission. In turn, a measured peak frequency reveals the density regime that is probed by the remnant.
If in a future event a peak frequency is measured which is consistent with the Λ- fpeak relation, this would exclude
a strong phase transition in the merger remnant. Employing the relation in Figure 10, it is possible to determine up
to which density such a transition did not occur. Obviously the absence of a signature of a phase transition as we
identified in [37], does not allow any conclusion about the presence and nature of a phase transition at higher densities
which are not encountered in the remnant. However, Figure 10 does allow to quantify up to which density a strong
phase transition can be excluded. This will be a very important information for nuclear physics, since the relation
in Figure 10 determines up to which density matter can be described by nuclear physics methods as opposed to a
modeling of deconfined quark matter.
If a signature of a phase transition is found, Figure 10 roughly determines the density below which the transition
took place. Figure 10 also provides the central densities of the progenitor stars (triangles). The figure demonstrates
that the densities in the merger remnant are generally higher than in the inspiralling stars. Hence, the merger remnant
and its GW emission probe a different regime of the high-density EoS. The postmerger evolution and gravitational
radiation are particularly interesting to investigate the EoS at very high densities. This quantifies the complementary
information of inspiral and postmerger stages and stresses that both phases are important to learn about the properties
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stars. The figure demonstrates the strong density increase during merging, which is greater for softer EoSs corresponding to higher
postmerger frequencies. Figure following Figure 4 in [37].
of high-density matter. Moreover, these data reveal that the density increase from the inspiral to the merger phase is
stronger for softer EoSs considering fixed binary masses. (The peak frequency is higher for softer EoSs.)
Both quantities, the tidal deformability and the dominant postmerger frequency, have been shown to be measur-
able with sufficient precision in future events with high signal-to-noise ratio [60, 61, 62, 64]. Other signal character-
istics like the exact phase evolution, the remnant life time or drifts of frequencies are much harder if not impossible
to derive even with upgraded detectors. Also, those quantities may be stronger affected by the numerical errors due to
the limited resolution and by incomplete physics in the simulations. Finally, it is not clear whether a phase transition
leaves an unambiguous signature in these quantities or whether for instance a particularly soft hadronic EoS could
generate very similar features. As we argued above this has to be shown by means of a large representative sample of
hadronic candidate EoSs.
Mass ejection in NS mergers undergoing phase transitions
We briefly discuss the effect of first-order phase transitions on the mass ejection of NS mergers, which is relevant
for the formation of heavy elements through the r-process and for the electromagnetic counterpart which is powered
by radioactive decays. We focus here on 1.35-1.35 M binaries, which have a total mass roughly comparable to
GW170817. Figure 11 shows the amount of unbound material for 1.35-1.35 M mergers in the first 10 ms after
merging (the stars merge at about 7 ms). The purely hadronic reference model DD2F leads to about 0.005 M of
dynamical ejecta (i.e. not including matter which becomes unbound on longer time scales from a torus around the
central object). Models with a first-order phase transition, which lead to the appearance of a quark-matter core after
merging, do not show strong differences compared to the purely hadronic reference EoS (black curve). A scatter of
a few 10−3 M between different EoSs may not be characteristic for hybrid models, as a similar variation is found
between different purely hadronic EoSs which lead to similar NS radii (compare to the upper left panel in Figure 3
of [18]).
We conclude that the occurrence of quark matter may not too strongly affect the properties of an electromagnetic
counterpart and element formation. Also other characteristic ejecta properties like the outflow velocity in hybrid mod-
els do not exhibit any peculiar behavior compared to purely hadronic models. The differences are rather quantitative
than qualitative. More work is required to understand whether or not a phase transition leads to characteristic differ-
ences. Possibly a phase transition may have a more subtle impact on the ejecta for instance through altered neutrino
emission, which modifies the electron fraction in the ejecta. This may influence details of the r-process and may also
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have some impact on the electromagnetic signal. With the current set of simulations we cannot further investigate this
aspect as neutrino interactions were neglected. The consideration of neutrinos would require detailed knowledge about
the weak interaction rates of quark matter. We expect only quantitative changes as the quark matter core resides deep
inside the center of the merger remnant, whereas the neutrinosphere lies further outside and is shielded by nuclear
matter from the central region. But it remains to be seen whether the stronger compactification of the remnant due to
the phase transition leads to a characteristic change of the neutrino emission. Also, it should be explored in more detail
whether hybrid models result in significant differences in the long-term evolution in comparison to purely hadronic
models.
Based on our calculations and this relatively simple analysis, we conclude that the electromagnetic counterpart
of GW170817 is compatible with the occurrence of quark matter. The similarity between purely hadronic mergers and
systems which undergo a phase transition, also implies that it may be difficult to infer the presence of a phase transi-
tion from the bulk properties of the electromagnetic transient. This additionally stresses the importance of detecting
postmerger GW emission to learn about the occurrence of a phase transition in NSs as described above.
Summary and discussion
Based on a minimum set of assumptions we showed that the interpretation of the electromagnetic emission of
GW170817 and its measured total binary mass imply a robust lower limit on NS radii of about 10.7 km. This constraint
is a result of the fact that NSs with smaller radii would induce the direct collapse to a black hole immediately after
merging. This would very likely be associated with reduced mass ejection, which is incompatible with the observation
that indicates a rather high ejecta mass. The underlying assumptions of this constraint can be verified in future ob-
servations as our understanding of the electromagnetic emission further grows. Higher binary masses in future events
with a similarly bright optical display would further strengthen our limit. We emphasize that the currently available
data does not allow for stronger constraint in contrast to some other claims in the literature. EoSs with radii larger
than about 10.7 km are compatible with the current observations.
Moreover, a future NS merger with a much dimmer electromagnetic counterpart would indicate a prompt collapse
of the merger remnant. In that case the measured total binary will yield an upper limit on NS radii and importantly
also a robust upper limit on the maximum mass of nonrotating NSs. We stress that our new method for EoS constraints
from NS mergers can even employ detections with low signal-to-noise ratio if those events provide an indication of the
merger outcome by the electromagnetic emission. The procedure is thus very promising for further EoS constraints in
the near future.
Beyond currently possible constraints and near-future prospects, we also describe how the presence of a phase
transition alters the GW signal of NS mergers and may be detectable in several years from now when the available
GW instruments reach their design sensitivity or receive an upgrade. We provide strong evidence that the feature
which we identified as being characteristic for the occurrence of quark matter, can only be caused by the presence of
a sufficiently strong phase transition. Specifically, we show that the dominant postmerger GW frequency is shifted to
higher frequencies if a phase transition takes place.
Finally, we compare the mass ejection in purely hadronic NS mergers and systems which undergo a phase tran-
sition to quark matter. We do not identify any qualitative differences which are potentially indicative for a phase
transition considering, however, only bulk properties like the total ejecta mass. We argue that, based on these simple
considerations, GW170817 and the associated electromagnetic emission are in principle compatible with EoSs which
feature a strong phase transition.
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